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Amines have been found as a challenging compound class in previous works on chemical tongues. Herein,
we describe the successful application of libraries based on host–guest inclusion complexes in cyclodex-
trins (CDs) and cucurbiturils (CBs) for the discrimination of primary, secondary, tertiary, aliphatic and
aromatic as well as linear and branched amines in water. Besides the clear need for new detection, iden-
tification and quantification techniques of organic compounds in water, the main advantage of our
approach is that an array made by combining six simple basic dyes with seven commercial organic cap-
sules allows a perfect discrimination among 14 amines (see list in Table S1 in Supplementary data) with
only very subtle structural differences.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Development of sensor systems that can be of general use for
the detection and the determination of organic compounds in
water is still a challenge in analytical chemistry.1 Most approaches
remain largely based on the design of selective sensors for individ-
ual organic compounds. This type of sensors requires dedicated
synthesis while frequently showing a very limited solubility in
water.1 Oppositely, Suslick and co-workers have shown that com-
mon pH indicators, solvathochromic molecules and coloured metal
complexes can be used for the discrimination of organic molecules
in water.2 However they, as well as others groups working on col-
orimetric sensor arrays,3 also pointed out that although amines are
easily discriminated from other types of compounds they are
among the most difficult analytes to be discriminated from each
other. Previously it has been reported that dye-cucurbituril com-
plexes can differentiate several amines.4 Our previous knowledge
on the properties of host–guest complexes,5 and considering that
amines can form strong hydrogen bonds with dyes and organic
capsules, and are emission quenchers, let us anticipate that the
interactions between amines and host–guest complexes can result
in specific variations of the optical spectrum that can serve to sen-
sor these organic compounds in water. Therefore, the principle of
our sensor is the formation of supramolecular6 water-soluble
host–guest complexes that possess a large range of binding con-
stants, and exhibit differences in their optical and emission spectra
and emission quantum yields when the complex is disturbed. The
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proposed sensor array is presented in Figure 1 (see SI for experi-
mental details). Each of the rows of the plate receives one of the
six common on the shelf tricyclic basic dyes, while seven host
Figure 1. Pictures of a plate in absence of analyte taken under ‘white’ ([400–
700] nm, upper left) and monochromatic UV (330 nm, lower left) lights, respec-
tively. The original image (left) has been digitalized (right). The numbers and capital
letters indicate the capsule (column, see grey codes) and dye (line, see structures for
the letters) present in the well.
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capsules and water are distributed in columns. The capsule-free
column provides a reference that shows the relevance of the com-
plexation between capsules and dyes in the discrimination process.
The selected pool of capsules is composed of three cyclodextrins
(a-, b- c-CDs) and four cucurbit[n]urils (CB[n] with n = 5–8) be-
cause they form host–guest inclusion complexes with simple
organic dyes,5 where the binding constant varies in the range
1–10.5 Fifteen multi-well plates are identically prepared with
200 ll of water or capsule solution (1 � 10�4 M), and 70 ll of
dye (3.86 � 10�4 M). It has been demonstrated5 that the inclusion
complex in c-CD and CB[8] corresponds to dimeric or trimeric
aggregate species, while for b-CD and CB[7] only the monomer is
accommodated inside the organic capsule.5 Bearing in mind that
the stoichiometry of the complexes can be 1:1, 1:2, 2:2 and 1:3,
the selected dye concentration allows a clear visual observation
of the colour, and meets a good compromise for all the dyes.

To demonstrate the use of this host–guest library as sensor ar-
ray, each of the 15 plates is employed for one given amine among
14, while the remaining one corresponds to the ‘blank’, for exam-
ple, milli-Q water stands for the analyte (see Fig. 1). Thus, each
of the 6(dyes) � 8(capsules + water) wells is filled with 30 ll of
amine in aqueous solution producing instantaneous changes of
colour. The colorimetric changes occurring in the array upon addi-
tion of analyte will depend in part on how the analyte influences
the stability of the host–guest complex and varies of the mono-
mer-to-dimer ratio. The colour alteration is examined by placing
the plates into a black chamber illuminated under white visible
([400–700] nm) or monochromatic UV light (330 nm). For both
Figure 2. Selected classification tree among the numerous possible ones indicating the se
white (polychromatic) and UV (330 nm) lights. In each node, the first capital letter and fo
to white or fluorescent illumination, while ‘R’, ‘G’ or ‘B’ is the selected colour componen
types of illumination, a picture of the plate is taken with a CCD
camera from which Red–Green–Blue (RGB) values at the central
point of each well are extracted and stored. Then, various statistical
analyses of all collected RGB colour components are performed.
Firstly, the reproducibility of the pipetting and RGB extraction is
meticulously evaluated (see Fig. S1 in SI). This allows quantifying
the total experimental error on which RGB values depend. Finally
different algorithms,11 classification trees,8 principal component
analysis6,9 (PCA) are employed in order to search for colorimetric
features that make each analyte unique turning the sensor array
into a fingerprint system considering these compounds at a given
concentration. Note that many other algorithmic approaches such
as support vector machine8 (SVM) and neural networks8–10 (NN)
could have been employed. For the library that exemplifies the
concept, four of the six dyes exhibit an intense fluorescence giving
the advantage with respect to optical spectroscopy of being much
more sensitive to lesser analyte concentrations. Consequently, the
dual-response specificity of the sensor array allows acquiring 240
variables, 6UV + 4WHITE (dyes) � 8(water + 7capsules) � 3(RGB) per
analyte and per concentration of analyte. The specific response of
the array for each compound has been digitalized based on quan-
tification of the RGB components for each dye-ligand combination
at seven different concentrations 10�x M, with x = [0–6], for exam-
ple, a total of 99 plates (7 � 14 + blank). As an illustration of the
discriminatory power of the sensor array, Figure 2 shows a re-
stricted selection of seven wells which permits a perfect identifica-
tion of the 14 amines at 10�2 M. It can be observed how the sensor
is able to differentiate the slightest structural change in the amine
quence of colour tests that allows to discriminate 14 amines upon illumination with
llowing number correspond to the well position as defined in 1. Squared icons refer
t used for splitting the tree.



Figure 3. (Left) Influence of the concentration on the sensor array images upon visible and UV (only four dyes are fluorescent) light exposure for triethylamine. The tested
analyte concentration (M) is indicated above the image. (Right) Influence of the concentration on the discrimination between cyclohexylamine and diethylamine. Each
column corresponds to a concentration decreasing gradually by 1/10. The most right image shows the points corresponding to each concentration for each amine in the RGB
space, where each point is coloured with its respective RGB values.
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such as one single carbon difference. For example, Me2NH, Et2NH
and Pr2NH are indubitably discriminated as the well ‘A4’, that is,
MB@c-CD, gives strong colour variations ( , , ) under white
light, (4, 85, 109), (50, 68, 80), (92, 103, 105) being the respective
RGB colour components for these compounds. The low number
of wells necessary for a secure discrimination indicates that the
array could be easily reduced to lesser wells which is interesting
from a practical point of view while increasing the ‘strength’ of
the sensor when measured through PCA analysis,6 (see Fig. S2 in
SI). On the other hand, redundant or correlated colour variation
is an advantage as it increases the confidence of the discrimination
through Bayesian confirmation. Moreover, this allows obtaining
various discrimination manners such as responses which varied
with the number of carbons, and linear versus branched structure
of the alkyl chain in each type of amines, primary, secondary and
tertiary.

The response to each analyte varies in a certain range as a func-
tion of its concentration. As mentioned before, each concentration
for each analyte has its own specific image. Figure 3 shows the case
of CyNH2 and Et2NH to illustrate the variations observed as a
function of the concentration. The analysis of the digital images ob-
tained as a function of the concentration indicates that overlapping
in the images of different analytes may occur when the concentra-
tion reaches a lower threshold. This is due to the fact that all the
images, independently of the analyte, tend to converge to the
images in the absence of analyte, that is, blank, when the dilution
is sufficiently high. Under our operation conditions, we have been
able to distinguish the presence of analytes for concentrations
above 10�5 M.

The specific response of each compound arises from how the
analyte influences the complex in each well through hydrogen
bonding, solution pH and compound polarity. Considering CDs
which prefer to bind to neutral or anionic guests, the interactions
that play a major role will be hydrophobicity and hydrogen bond-
ing, while for CBs which exhibit a pronounced preference to inter-
act with cationic guests, Coulombic charges, dipole moments and
hydrogen bonding will be the main factors affecting the host–guest
complex. Also, there could be analyte–dye interaction that could
lead to energy or electron transfer quenching of fluorescence in
addition to variations in the population distribution among various
complexes and free dyes. The principal strength of the proposed
sensor is that numerous interactions contribute in various degrees
to the disturbance of the host–guest complex and are reflected in a
variation in the response. Among them, changes in the solution pH
upon addition the analyte, which are unavoidable in the absence of
buffer, have been pointed out in precedents closely related to our
work as a major factor for their sensor array.7 Moreover, it was ob-
served that when no pH variation occurs a significant part of the
ability of reported chemical tongues and sensor arrays is lost.7

Even if it can be assumed that no detectable pH changes should oc-
cur when comparing among similar amines of the same number of
carbons or when varying the alkyl chain branching, additional
experiments were conducted in which water has been substituted
by a buffer solution. It was observed for three different buffers (pH
value at 4, 7 or 10) that our sensor was still able to discriminate
among the different amines, see Fig. S3 in SI.

In conclusion, the above results show an original and innovative
colorimetric sensor array for amines in water based on a library
built by combining a series of guest dyes with organic capsules.
The combination of the images obtained from visible and UV light
unequivocally identifies each analyte, the benefit of the dual-re-
sponse being the increase of variables potentially useful for analyte
discrimination. The response of this sensor array arises from the
changes of colour depending on how the analyte interacts with
the host–guest complex due to the combination of a large number
of parameters, including hydrophilicity–hydrophobicity, Coulom-
bic effects, dipolar interactions, hydrogen bridges, while pH
changes have been shown to have minor effect, etc. The concept
can be easily expanded to even more powerful libraries by increas-
ing the number of water-soluble organic capsules (calixarenes,
cyclophanes, crown ethers) and dyes to detect a large list of organic
compounds of different families.
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